Fj40 headlight upgrade
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I'm not particularly happy with my sealed beam halogen headlights. Not interested in HID, and
don't want to spend a small fortune. Been running some Hella H4 halogen lights for 20 years
Never had any problems, and am very happy with them and their lens pattern. I've only recently
realized that the lenses are the European style. Found that the stock bulbs are bright enough
and last longer. Same here Fast Eddy. Brian in Oregon said:. Mine had one headlight burnt out
when I bought it so I ran over to Autozone to get a replacement. They didn't have a factory
replacement in stock but they had the upgraded Sylvania's, so I went with those. BIG
improvement. Granted, I had one out but they're bright enough to where I sometimes get
flashed on a 2 lane road because the oncoming driver thinks I have my hi-beams on. You can
get the inserts for around 35 a piece and then choose your h4 bulb you want. If you want crazy
bright you can get the relay harness that allows up to a watt bulb. I run the stock 55w and it is
amazing the difference. Call Kurt at cruiser outfitters he has these in stock!!!!!!!!!!!! Joined Jan
9, Messages 10, Location Utah. MicahMan said:. I've been running the same Hella H4 lenses for
over ten years and I think the quality of construction is top notch. There was nothing wrong with
the H4 bulbs that came with the lenses. I just wanted more and boy did I get it. The pattern from
the Hella is excellent. My headlights now are, well, bright but legal. Whatever bulbs you get, I
would recommend adding a headlight relay harness. It keeps the current out of the headlight
switch and all the old wiring. This mudder sells a ready made one. First thing is run a relay for
the lights, from there you can go anywwhere. I have had very good luck with the H4 kit from
MAF many years ago. The bulbs I have are stock low beams, w highs and works great. Joined
Apr 10, Messages 1, Location san pancho, ca. Joined Feb 3, Messages Location Colorado. I love
my roundeyes headlights. Sylvania Silverstars are nice too, and reasonably priced. Blue77FJ40
said:. Bret said:. First thing is run a relay for the lights. To see if putting a relay would do you
any good other than the theoretical use a volt meter annd measure at the head light and see
how many volts the light is getting while in use. There is likely some drop in the wiring by the
time power gets there. You may find the voltage is around 10, compared to a bulb even stock
getting There is a chart sommewhere, when I find it I will add it. Not affiliated, but looked about
right for the output portion. Last edited: Apr 8, Fast Eddy said:. WIth stock bulbs, I don't see the
point in a bunch of extra messy wiring. If I was thinking of upgrading, I'd agree, but fj40s are
slow and my lights are about bright enough for me. Initially I was looking into Roundeyes as
that what my first search turned out. Then I found about Hella. Researching Hella, IPF comes up.
So now I'm kind of. IPF is cheaper then Hella and surpriselly both cheaper then Roundeyes.
Rules makes them useless. I do like aftermarket use fogs. I've read many posts about IPF and
Hella, but so far can't find which one is better. Both E-code??? Slowerthanu said:. Erik
prototyped his harness for the FJ40 on my FJ40, it is far from messy and takes the load off of
the headlight switch and places it on relays where it should be, that was enough for me
considering how old the wiring and switches are in my The harness is also far from messy,
easily removed and installed. I have had Eriks harness on my 62 for about a year now and it is
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